Civic Centre
Riverside
Stafford
ST16 3AQ
7 April 2022

Dear Members
Council Meeting
I hereby give notice that a meeting of the Council will be held at
Council Chamber, County Buildings, Martin Street, Stafford on Tuesday
19 April 2022 at 7.00pm to deal with the business as set out on the agenda.

Tim Clegg
Chief Executive
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COUNCIL MEETING - 19 APRIL 2022
Mayor, Councillor Tony Nixon

AGENDA
1

Approval of the Minutes of the meeting of Council held on 22 February 2022
as published on the Council’s website.

2

Apologies for Absence

3

Declarations of Interest

4

Announcements (Paragraph 3.2(iii) of the Council Procedure Rules)

5

Public Question Time - Nil

6

Councillor Session - Nil
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Notice of Motion
A Notice of Motion pursuant to Paragraph 13.1 of the Council Procedure
Rules has been proposed by Councillor F Beatty and seconded by Councillor
J K Price as follows:Stafford Borough Draft Nature Recovery Declaration
The Council recognises that:
Nature is in long term decline. With 41 per cent of wild species in decline
nationally, and 15 per cent facing extinction. The requirement to take action to
reverse this is urgent. We recognise that:
(a)

Nature provides us with vital support systems [‘ecosystem services’],
and severe declines in biodiversity are undermining nature’s
productivity and adaptability, posing excessive uncertainty for our
economies and wellbeing.

(b)

A thriving natural environment underpins a healthy, happy, prosperous
society.

(c)

The impacts of climate change are contributing to nature’s decline,
while restoring and protection of natural habitat provides a wide variety
of cost-effective benefits to mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate
change.

(d)

Many of our areas of work across the Borough have an impact on
nature, and we have responsibilities to make decisions to protect and
enhance it.
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This Council further acknowledges that:
To address the nature crisis and aim to achieve the multiple environmental
benefits that nature can bring to people, the ‘Bigger, Better, More and Joinedup’ principles of the 2010 Lawton Report - ‘Making Space for Nature’ - should
be followed to help rebuild nature:
(a)

There must be more space given to wildlife.

(b)

Existing wildlife spaces must be expanded.

(c)

The quality of existing wildlife spaces should be improved by better
habitat management.

(d)

The connectivity between wildlife spaces must be enhanced.

In order to support the recovery of nature across Stafford Borough, and in
recognition of new obligations under the Environment Act 2021, this council
commits to:
(1)

Improve and protect the Borough’s habitats resilience to climate
change, providing natural solutions to reduce carbon and manage flood
risk, and sustaining vital ecosystems

(2)

Prioritise the restoration of natural habitats in accordance with Stafford
Borough’s Nature Recovery Network Map.

(3)

Formulate a tree planting policy which is underpinned by Nature
Recovery Network mapping across the local authority area, pursuing a
“right tree, right place” approach. Recognise that tree planting can be
deleterious to habitat restoration and should only be planned on land
with low ecological value/restoration potential.

(4)

Seek to manage council-owned land for the benefit of wildlife

(5)

Embed nature’s recovery into all strategic plans and policy areas, not
just those directly related to the environment. Ensure the Local Nature
Recovery Strategy is well understood across the authority and
complements other relevant plans and strategies.

(6)

Working with partners, demonstrate leadership by supporting and
engaging with businesses, communities and the wider public to take
action to put nature into recovery.

(7)

The Council designates the Councils Economic Development and
Planning Cabinet Member as portfolio lead for Nature Recovery and
also a lead officer to coordinate the council operations in relation to the
ecological emergency.
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(8)

Integrate the targets, objectives and outcomes of this motion with those
outlined in the existing Climate Change and Green Recovery Strategy
to ensure measures to tackle climate issues do not contravene the
principles of enhancing biodiversity. The value of well managed
heathland, wetland and other habitats of principal importance in
sequestering carbon is of equal importance and must be
acknowledged.

(9)

Where appropriate, and in accordance with the council’s Climate
Change and Green Recovery Strategy, the council will invest in naturebased solutions to climate change in order to tackle the nature crisis
and climate emergency together.

(10)

Support the development of a Staffordshire wide Local Nature
Recovery Strategy, and through the recently commissioned Nature
Recovery Network Mapping, develop a local evidence-based action
plan including short and long-term targets for putting nature into
recovery by 2040, in accordance with the council’s climate change
obligations. Areas of focus will include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Land management
Biodiversity
Roads and highways
Planning and development
Air quality
Transforming urban spaces
Health and wellbeing
People and communities
Education and awareness

(11)

That the relevant Overview and Scrutiny Committee monitor the Local
Nature Recovery work and the council’s action to support biodiversity
and nature recovery on an annual basis.

(12)

Work closely with Stafford Borough’s partners via the recently formed
Staffordshire Sustainability Board and other organisations to promote
Local Nature Recovery.
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ITEM NO 8

ITEM NO 8
Report of:
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Telephone No:
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Leader of the Council
Joint Chief Executive
01785 619200
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Cabinet 07/04/2022
Council 19/04/2022

COUNCIL
19 APRIL 2022
Interim Position Report - First Stage of the Business Case for the Extension
of the Shared Service Arrangements
The following report was considered by Cabinet at its meeting held on 7 April 2022
and is submitted to Council for approval.
1
1.1

2
2.1

Purpose of Report
To consider the case for continuing with detailed work to establish a
comprehensive business case for the extension of shared services between
Stafford Borough and Cannock Chase Council to include the sharing of a
Senior Management Team led by a shared Chief Executive.
Recommendation
That subject to approval of the proposals by Cannock Chase Council at its
Council meeting on 27 April 2022, the following be approved:(i)

To continue to explore the opportunities of further shared services with
Cannock Chase Council;

(ii)

That the Joint Chief Executive be authorised to continue to develop the
second stage of the detailed business case which is to be reported to
Cabinet on 6 October 2022 and Council on 22 November 2022 (“the
Term”) together with an outline implementation plan;

(iii)

During the Term, Mr Clegg will remain employed by Stafford Borough
Council and seconded to Cannock Chase Council by agreement under
section 113 of the Local Government Act 1972;
Council agree to continue to share the full costs of the Joint Chief
Executive post with Cannock Chase Council on a 50/50 basis as set
out in the report to Council on 17 May 2021.
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3

(iv)

That in order to continue to provide adequate cover arrangements and
to provide a mechanism in relation to conflicts of interests, that the Joint
Deputy Chief Executive arrangements remain in place during the Term
to support the completion of the detailed business case in line with the
report to Council on 17 May 2021;

(v)

That the non-decision-making Shared Services Board continue to
consider any matters that arise in the interim. The Board will report to
both Councils’ Cabinets with the final proposal being put to each
Council meeting for final determination;

(vi)

That the Head of Law and Administration together with the interim
Deputy Chief Executive (Joint Shared Head of Human Resources), in
consultation with the Leader of each Council are authorised to finalise
the necessary legal and HR arrangements in relation to the above
recommendations;

(vii)

Increase the budget provision for independent advice and support to
the development of the second stage of the business case to £60,000.
The full cost to be shared 50:50 by each Council;

(viii)

Inviting the Local Government Association to:
•

Engage with Members early in the development of the second
stage of the business case to seek their views on the wider sharing
of services:

•

Hold one to one sessions with all Heads of Service to obtain
feedback on existing shared services and their considerations and
thoughts on the proposals.

•

Review the second stage of the completed business case, prior to
its submission to both Councils for consideration, to ensure that it
provides sufficient and balanced information for Members to make
a final decision on.

Key Issues and Reasons for Recommendation
Key Issues

3.1

At its meeting on 17 May 2021, Council agreed to the secondment of the
Council’s Chief Executive, Tim Clegg, to Cannock Chase Council to provide
services as Joint Chief Executive and Head of Paid Service from 1 June 2021,
for a period of 14 months.
It was proposed that an interim report be prepared after 8 months in relation
to the potential for a wider shared service between Stafford and Cannock
Chase Councils.
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3.2

It was also agreed that if after eight months either party felt that the
arrangements were not working, the Joint Chief Executive would support
Cannock Chase Council to consider and implement alternative arrangements.

3.3

The sharing of a Chief Executive, supported by a Deputy Chief Executive at
each Council has proved to be effective as a concept. However, it is not
sustainable in the longer term in the current form due to the flat structure of
both organisations and the large number of direct reports that the Chief
Executive is responsible for managing. In order to provide the resilience
required and to increase the strategic capacity of both organisations, it would
be essential to restructure and bring both Leadership Teams together into one
senior team that would support both organisations. This will be considered
further as part of the second stage of the business case.

3.4

The vision for a wider sharing of services is:
•

each Council should retain its distinct and local identity, including
decision making powers, service priorities, direction and accountability.

•

to deliver improved outcomes for local people at the same or reduced
cost than could be achieved if services continued to operate separately.

•

“One Team supporting two Councils”

•

Transformation of services and processes through process reengineering, smarter working and the use of improved technology,

This is set out in more detail in APPENDIX 1.
3.5

To deliver the vision, the Joint Chief Executive, with the support of senior
officers, would work to combine the talent, knowledge and experience of each
authority’s officers to build capacity and deploy resources to transform service
quality and delivery to the residents of each Council in line with each Council’s
priorities (business objectives). In doing so it is envisaged that this will bring
opportunities to influence a wider audience both regionally and nationally and
ultimately working more closely with key local partners to deliver for our
communities.

3.6

Subject to an agreement by both Councils to continue to explore the wider
sharing of services, the second stage of a comprehensive Business Case for
sharing services will be developed and this will include the following key
information:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

Scope of the joint or individual Ambition, Efficiencies, Effectiveness and
breadth of Opportunities.
Models of sharing and preferred option(s) including financing.
Key Advantages and Opportunities.
Resilience and Capacity Considerations.
Financial Context/Imperative, sharing of potential savings/costs,
economies of scale.
Long-term vision, wider sharing opportunities and benefits, including
best practice from each authority
Risks and Risk Management.
HR, Legal and other employee relations matters.
Staff and Trade Union Engagement.
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3.7

Proposals to support the second stage of the business case and the
development of a wider sharing arrangements will also be prepared which will
set out:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

3.8

Implementation Timetable - key milestones and dependencies.
Joint Governance arrangements for key decisions, performance
management and monitoring.
Joint Appointments process to senior appointments.
Senior Staffing Structure recommendations.

The second stage of the business case would consider two options:
(i)

A shared Chief Executive, Leadership Team and services; and

(ii)

Sharing some additional services but not a Chief Executive/Leadership
Team.

3.9

The second stage of the business case and an implementation plan would be
presented to Cabinet on 6 October 2022 and Council on 22 November 2022

3.10

It is proposed to increase the budget for buying in specialist expertise to
develop the next stage of the business case from £40,000 to £60,000. This
additional sum is to allow for additional support given the capacity issues that
have been experienced in this first stage.

3.11

In view of the strategic importance of the business case for wider sharing to
both Councils, it is proposed to invite the LGA to engage with Members to
seek their views on the wider sharing of services and to review the completed
business case, prior to its submission to both Councils for consideration.

3.12

There remains at this stage an option for each Council to agree to do nothing
and end further consideration of the wider sharing opportunity. It is
considered that this could deprive each Council the opportunity, with mounting
budgetary pressures, to deliver on their ambitions for their communities,
through the prospect of achieving:
•
•
•
•
•

3.13

economies of scale;
pooling skills, talent and experience of a combined workforce;
development and implementation of innovative methods of service delivery
across both local authority areas;
to trade and charge creatively to raise revenue without imposing
unacceptable costs on local people; and
better position each Council to be able to successfully bid for funding
streams made available by Central and/or Regional Government and other
funding bodies.

Having considered the context, the opportunities and risks offered by a wider
sharing of services, should Members decide not to proceed further to
developing the second stage of a detailed business case, each Council will
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need to develop other options for addressing the capacity, resilience and
financial issues it is facing. These options could include the reduction of some
services currently provided and/or the ceasing of some non-statutory services.
The status quo is not an option.
Reasons for Recommendations
3.14

In accordance with the report approved by Council on 17 May 2021, a
detailed business case is to be prepared and used as the basis for
determining whether to continue to share a Chief Executive and the wider
sharing of services.

3.15

As the preparation of a detailed business case will be complex, time
consuming and will incur a cost for both Councils, this report seeks to
establish whether both Councils are supportive of continuing with this work
and to agreeing the increase in budget to support the formulation of the
business case.

4
4.1

5

Relationship to Corporate Business Objectives
The potential to continue to share a Chief Executive and develop a business
case for further shared services is considered to be a key element in
supporting the Council to remain financially resilient and providing the
necessary capacity and resilience for the delivery of the priorities set out in
the Corporate Business Plan 2021-24 and the management of the business of
the Council.
Report Detail
Shared Services to date

5.1

The sharing of services and management teams continues to be a wellestablished and recognised strategy to address a wide range of issues
relating to finances, capacity, growth and resilience.

5.2

Stafford Borough and Cannock Chase District Councils have been sharing
services since 2011. The first phase primarily focussed on support services
commencing with the Monitoring Officer role and subsequently Finance,
Internal Audit, Risk and Resilience, Legal, Information Technology and
Human Resources being shared. In addition, two front facing services,
Building Control and Revenues and Benefits, were also shared.

5.3

The first phase of shared services has been successful in:
(i)

delivering a combined total of on-going savings in the order of £1m;

(ii)

creating a critical mass by the joining of services has also:
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5.4

•

allowed the delivery of further savings following the outsourcing of
leisure services by both Councils and efficiency savings as part of
ongoing budget savings; and

•

allowed the services to be continue to be delivered in-house; had
they remained separate teams, some of them would have been
reduced to such a small size that they could not be sustained and
would undoubtedly have been outsources.

(iii)

Transforming services - all services went through a transformation
process to align and re-engineer processes. This was particularly
successful for the Revenues and Benefits service and led to
improvements in performance for turnaround times. Numerous
policies, regulations and guidance notes have been aligned across the
two Councils.

(iv)

Increasing resilience - this was particularly successful for Building
Control and the operation of its trading account.

(v)

Alignment of some ICT systems - this mainly relates to the IT
infrastructure and those services that have been shared. This
generated financial savings, efficiency savings and resilience (in terms
of business continuity) for both Councils

There are however a number of areas where the first phase of shared
services hasn’t delivered all of the benefits anticipated and this is largely due
to not all services being shared. Examples include:
(i)

Technology - limited progress has been made in sharing bespoke
software with duplicate systems being maintained eg Planning,
Environmental Health, Elections, CRM;

(ii)

Procurement - limited progress in aligning contracts and delivering
savings through joint tenders;

(iii)

Sharing of best practise - whilst progress has been made by the shared
services themselves, very little has been shared outside of these
services. Also, progress for the shared services has been limited in
some cases where protocols are set outside by services that are not
shared eg committee report templates.

5.5

Under a wider sharing of services, the existing shared services could be
reviewed to deliver further savings, efficiencies and improvements to service
delivery. The issues identified in 5.4 could be addressed through the sharing
of a Leadership Team and services.

5.6

A second phase of shared services was considered by both councils in April
2019 which looked at Environmental Service Digital/Customer services and
the management of Planning Services and Systems. Both Councils agreed to
review the options for further collaboration and Phase 2 of the Environmental
Services Review, including the potential for further shared services, after a
period of 18-24 months.
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Sharing a Chief Executive
5.7

The two Councils have been sharing a Chief Executive on an interim basis
since June 2021, pending the development of the shared services business
case. As part of this interim arrangement, a Deputy Chief Executive has
been established at each Council to provide support to the Chief Executive
and provide cover in his absence. It is considered that this has proved to be
effective as a concept. However, it is not sustainable in the longer term in the
current form due to the flat structure of both organisations and the large
number of direct reports that the Chief Executive is responsible for managing.
In order to provide the resilience required and to increase the strategic
capacity of both organisations, it would be essential to restructure and bring
both Leadership Teams together into one senior team that would support both
organisations. As set out in 9.6 and APPENDIX 3, both Leaderships Teams
are supportive of a shared Chief Executive and Leadership as the basis for
the wider sharing of services. This will be considered further as part of the
second stage of the business case.

5.8

There have been challenges for the Chief Executive in covering meetings for
both Councils and the deputies or Heads of Service have covered those he
has not been able to attend. This could be improved through:

5.9

•

co-ordinated management of Council, Cabinet and Committee meetings;
and

•

the restructuring of the senior management team and the creation of
strategic posts.

The Chief Executive has offered his observations of from working across both
Councils over the last 9 months:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Councils have more things in common to build on than differences.
Members and staff from both authorities are open to change that can
safeguard and improve services.
The staff in both Councils take a great pride in their work and share the
same public service ethos.
Our workforce is ageing and recruitment in many disciplines is difficult.
Both Councils need a workforce development plan and to invest in our
rising stars - we can do this better together.
The pandemic has “unfrozen” the way we have always worked and
created an opportunity to create a more flexible work pattern that
benefits staff including those with caring responsibilities and makes the
Councils more attractive employers.
Customers increasingly expect choice and convenience in how they
request services and both Councils need to offer a comprehensive digital
platform and it will be cheaper and better to develop this together with
integrated services.
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•

•

•
•

6

The existing shared services have delivered substantial savings and
some service improvements. However, they can deliver far more if the
front facing services are integrated and there is a single clear and
consistent strategic direction driven by one Leadership Team.
Currently there is both unnecessary duplication with both authorities
doing the same things and wasteful inconsistency in how we carry out
routine processes which could be early wins in the transformation of
shared services.
Both Councils need to make substantial savings in the next two years;
shared services can make a substantial contribution to that. Otherwise
we will need to identify additional savings from service delivery.
The challenges facing the Councils include: the Levelling Up agenda,
fiscal and decision-making devolution, the development of a
Staffordshire Leaders Board, a proposed county deal and the changing
regional context. This will require increased strategic capacity to support
the political leadership of the authorities to ensure that we operate
effectively to secure the financial resources and Government support to
achieve our ambitions.
The Key Drivers for Further Sharing of Services

The pressure on Local Government Finance
6.1

The overall long-term trend of diminution of funding for local government due
to cuts in government grants is expected to continue unabated irrespective of
the short-term financial support due to the pandemic. There is also only a very
limited opportunity to offset this pressure by increasing Council Tax. The
Government has signalled a review of Business Rates and the system of
resource allocation to local authorities (previously called the Fair Funding
Review), likely to be implemented next year. This creates uncertainty
regarding the proportion of business rates retained by the Council, the
Council’s share of core funding and the distribution of whatever replaces New
Homes Bonus.

6.2

This external uncertainty can only be mitigated by ensuring that the Council is
as well-equipped as possible to deal with the unknown, by examining its costs
and where possible, creating capacity (including financial capacity) to weather
the challenges and thrive. Significant increases in the demand for services,
notably in adult social services, has impacted on available funding for district
councils but more widely demographic changes, the higher minimum wage
and other factors (such as changes to the benefits system) have increased
demand for services and costs much more quickly than Councils’ ability to
raise council tax or business rates. The financial pressure facing both
Councils is likely to become more acute in the future due to the loss of
revenue as a direct result of the pandemic. Any pre-pandemic financial
assumptions for the medium to long-term have quickly become out of date.
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6.3

In addition to external financial uncertainties and pressures such as those
related to Covid, the local government finance review and inflation, there are a
number of potential risks that are more local for each authority. For example:
•

The recruitment and retention of experienced staff is becoming harder
particularly in services such as Planning. The difficulty in attracting staff
and unprecedented increase in service demand have led to delays in
processing applications.

•

Services dependent on income such as Licensing, Bereavement
Services, Building Control and Land Charges may face reduced income
due to demand fluctuations and competition.

•

Car parking is a significant source of income for both authorities and has
reduced as a result of the pandemic, more people working from home
and the rise of internet shopping.

•

Recycling and waste services are operating in a marketplace that is very
challenging, with multiple factors (fuel costs, driver shortages and new
legislation etc.) giving rise to increased costs - this may have an impact
on new contracts over the medium term.

•

The success of bids for Levelling Up and Future High Streets Funding is
welcome, but requires the councils to borrow money to match fund the
grants resulting in ongoing revenue costs to service the debt. They also
create a significant demand upon staff capacity to oversee the success
of the programmes, keep them on track and ensure robust control.

Levelling Up / Devolution
6.4

The Government’s Levelling Up White Paper encourages regional/ subregional structures with governance arrangements and strong identifiable
leadership models with which Government departments will deal. To enable
both authorities to continue influencing the agenda and to be effective
partners with central Government, there is a need to create strategic capacity
at a senior level in both authorities so that we can play a full part in this work.

6.5

In Staffordshire, a proposed County Deal has been developed which includes
a formal structure in the form of a Leaders Board of Staffordshire County
Council and the 8 district/ borough councils to drive collaboration on key
issues including economic development and climate change. It is likely that
future funding will be directed via this route so it is important that both
authorities continue to influence the development of the county deal and play
a full part in working with partners to deliver our objectives.
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7

Opportunities created by a wider sharing arrangement
Shared characteristics

7.1

Each Council is distinct in its history, traditions, geography and community
make-up and each has much in common which should be highlighted and
celebrated moving forward:
(i)

Each has a relatively small officer establishment the main difference
accounted for in the type of delivery of housing provision.

(ii)

Both Councils have chosen to outsource their leisure and cultural
services and waste and recycling services, whilst retaining in-house
streetscene services.

(iii)

Both have limited revenue and capital resources to tackle the multitude
of challenges each faces irrespective of the recent success of both
Council’s in gaining central funding through Future High Streets and
Levelling Up Fund bids,

(iv)

Both areas have historic town centres and extensive rural land areas to
manage within.

(v)

Both Councils have their individual areas of deprivation with differing
levels of health inequalities, crime and disorder and educational underachievement. The prospects for young people are mixed taking account
of a wide range of socially constructed issues relating to educational
standards, health and job opportunity irrespective of the impact of the
pandemic on national and local economies.

Differences
7.2

There are also two key differences between the two Councils:
(i)

Stafford Borough Council has all-out elections, whereas Cannock
Chase District Council elects by thirds.

(ii)

Cannock Chase Council retains responsibility for its housing provision

Benefits and Opportunities
7.3

There are a number of shared characteristics and opportunities identified for
both councils that creates the potential for joint working on common strategic
issues across our administrative boundaries and would provide the potential
to deliver a number of advantages which are set out below.
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Economic Growth
7.4

The opportunity offered by the recent funding allocations from central
Government demonstrates the potential for the scale and quality of change
that can be achieved. Each Council has an ambitious economic growth and
regeneration agenda and has set objectives to improve the wellbeing of
residents but this level of ambition will require resources to deliver it. The
sharing of key skills, experience and knowledge across both councils can only
be advantageous moving forward and will enhance the potential to develop,
as appropriate, joint business cases for further major investment. An
opportunity also exists to continue to improve coordination and effective joint
working with a range of private, public and voluntary sector partners.

7.5

Working and delivering together should enable both Councils to develop a
broader influence in the allocation of resources from County level, regional,
and central Government on the basis that any future shared partnering
arrangements will represent a greater population and general scale of
required need and delivery.

7.6

Extending joint working will also provide both Councils with a stronger voice in
any process to reshape local government in the County by enabling a
common direction, agenda and a single voice. The organisations will also gain
valuable experience of managing strategic change quickly and effectively.
There is also the longer-term potential for the shared arrangement to expand
at a later time to the benefit of existing and future partners.
Community Health and Wellbeing

7.7

Seamless, uninterrupted planning and delivery of services to a community
whose common needs are not primarily shaped or dictated by administrative
boundaries would be beneficial.
The Staffordshire Commissioner has already started to commission cross
boundary projects to reduce antisocial behaviour, domestic abuse and hate
crime and there is an expectation for councils to explore this further in relation
to mental health, drug and alcohol use.
Financial Sustainability

7.8

The delivery of savings is one of the key benefits of sharing services and is
achieved through economies of scale and reducing duplication. This creates
the potential to eventually free up financial resources and deliver reductions in
management overhead, allowing frontline resources to be protected and
ensure continued delivery of excellent customer service. The headline facts
are:
•

A combined spend of £30.9 million based on the approved budgets for
2022/23.
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•

Previous shared arrangements achieved approximately 10% savings
amounting to in excess of £1m for both Councils, combined with
improved efficiencies and resilience. Further savings were achieved
following the outsourcing of leisure services at both Councils, 10% is
typical of the level of savings for back-office services, whereas 8% is the
indicative saving for front line services. Our own experience and that of
other Councils who have chosen to share services provides a level of
confidence in the delivery of savings and a rationale to continue with a
detailed business case.

•

The natural level of turnover in both Councils will provide opportunities to
re-engineer structures at minimum cost without necessarily impacting
adversely on staff morale or the need for compulsory redundancies.

Capacity and Resilience
7.9

The creation of one senior management team to deliver services to both
Councils presents an opportunity to address the capacity and resilience
issues currently faced by both Leadership Teams and to succession plan for
the future. Currently the Chief executive has 11 direct reports that split their
time between strategic and operational responsibilities. the pandemic,
together with increasing service demands has changed the focus to
operational issues rather than planning and shaping the future. There is a
need to re-dress this imbalance. Furthermore, in the event of an absence at
Head of Service level, as has been the case at both Councils over the last 6
months, it falls to the Chief Executive to cover for the absent Heads of Service
together with support from the respective service managers. Over the last six
months, the 2 Deputy Chief Executives have been able to offer some support
in this regard, though this has been limited by their respective existing service
remits. These capacity and resilience issues need to be addressed and the
creation of a shared leadership team provides an opportunity to do this.

7.10

In addition, there are opportunities to:
•

achieve economies of scale by “pooling” talent, skills and experience in a
combined skilled workforce.

•

Retain and recruit staff - some Teams are experiencing high turnover
and difficulties in recruiting to professional/specialist roles. Others have
the potential to be combined or rationalised. The wider sharing of
services will provide greater opportunity for career development and
advancement for staff and a shared brand to attract future talent to a
new and vibrant alliance working together.

Organisational transformation
7.11

There is no settled blueprint for change, organisational design, ways of
working or sharing of services at this stage. The final shape of joint working
and pace of change will be subject to a comprehensive business case and
ultimately agreement by both Councils. Transformation and creating a unified
culture focussing on continuous improvement and customer service will be
key to the success of sharing services. Both councils have changed how they
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work as a result of the pandemic, with most office-based staff having worked
from home on the advice of the government to reduce infection rates. Staff
surveys have shown that there is a wish on the part of both workforces to
operate a hybrid way of working in the future, allowing staff to work flexibly
from home and council offices. This has “unfrozen” traditional patterns of
working and will require organisational and management change to be
effective. This presents an opportunity to create a shared way of working and
to consider opportunities to rationalise accommodation, which would reduce
costs and provide an opportunity for increasing income through the leasing of
vacant office space.
7.12

There are additional opportunities to:
•

Develop and implement innovative methods of service delivery

•

Jointly procure and implement new technology more economically and
efficiently. As referred to earlier, progress in doing this through the
current shared IT service has largely been limited to those services
which are shared; it has proved more challenging to achieve this where
services aren’t shared. Further sharing will remove barriers and aligning
technology will be key to service transformation, delivering efficiencies
and improving customer satisfaction.

7.13

Ultimately, it will be staff that will make the wider sharing of services work
well. Engagement with the workforces will be a key aspect of bringing
together talent across both Councils and support the aligning of culture and
values to maintain enthusiasm and interest in this exciting venture.

7.14

The key to realising these opportunities quickly is effective political leadership
across both authorities, served by a unified leadership team led and managed
by a Joint Chief Executive.

8
8.1

8.2

Challenges and Risks
Alongside the opportunities created by the further sharing of services, there
are also risks:
(i)

Changes in political control and views on sharing services;

(ii)

Differences in political policies, which reduce the opportunity to align
services and the delivery of efficiencies and savings.

(iii)

Failure to engage with staff, leading to uncertainty impacting on service
transformation and delivery.

These risks can be managed and mitigated and this would be explored further
as part of the development of the second stage of the detailed business case.
Whilst further sharing of services provides opportunities for an ambitious
transformation programme, it also presents challenges. There will be a need
to commit resources and time in order to do this well and this could detract
from delivering other council priorities. The transformation programme will
need to be designed to minimise disruption by scheduling work around the
delivery of other key projects.
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8.3

9
9.1

Each Council has its own terms and conditions (T&Cs) relating to the
employment of its staff. Whilst many of the Councils’ HR policies have been
aligned over the last 10 years through the sharing of HR services, T&Cs have
not been changed. The Council’s pay and grading structures are underpinned
by different job evaluation structures. To change these would require a
substantial piece of work, consultation with trade unions and would have
significant short and long-term financial consequences. Further details of the
issues relating to terms and conditions are set out in section 10.
Progress made to date
A Shared Services Board comprising the Leaders and Deputy Leaders of both
Councils together with the Chief Executive, the two Deputy Chief Executives,
the Monitoring Officer and the Section 151 Officer has been set up. The
Board has agreed the following principles:
(i)

Sovereignty - that both Councils must retain their sovereignty and
individual identity (with local residents) whatever the outcome of the
shared services review.

(ii)

Services in scope of the Review - the report to each Council in May
2021 agreed in principle that both Councils recognise that the scope for
sharing or collaboration should not be unduly restricted. At the time
both Councils proposed that the Economic Development service and in
particular its inward investment function should remain with each
Council as it was perceived that there could be the potential for
competition between the two Councils.
In light of the need to strengthen these areas in the future to the benefit
of each Council the Shared Services Board agreed to include
Economic Development in the review. However, it remains the case
that Cannock Chase Council does manage its own housing stock and
in accordance with legislation its Housing Revenue Account is a ringfenced service and hence is outside the scope of sharing and this
position remains unchanged.

(iii)

A review of the Memorandum of Understanding - the Board
acknowledged that the existing Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
had served its purpose some decade ago and needed a refresh to
acknowledge new requirements, demands, needs and ambition of each
Council. A revised draft MoU is presented for agreement. Although it
is accepted that this document will need to be regularly reviewed to
ensure it remains fit for purpose. See APPENDIX 2.

(iv)

Issues to be considered - that the review should include consideration
of: terms and conditions of staff, future models of sharing and
structures, the medium term financial position of both councils and the
potential for aligning contract renewal dates for significant outsourced
services, including refuse collection.
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(v)

Communications, Consultation and Engagement - that
communication and consultation would be needed with staff, trade
unions and Members. A communications and consultation plan is
being developed and this will be a key element of the work to be
undertaken at the next stage. Such change as that contemplated by
the wider shared service agenda will only be successful if we take the
workforces with us on the journey. All staff, the trade unions and
Members will be kept informed of progress and key decisions
throughout. As with the first phase of shared services, engagement in
the development of a detailed business case will largely be with
Leadership Team and managers. Consultation will also take place with
the Trade Unions. Wider engagement with staff would take place if the
business case is agreed. This would inform the proposals for bringing
services together, restructuring and transforming them. Engagement
has commenced with both Leadership Teams as set out in 9.6 and
APPENDIX 3.

9.2

Research work has been undertaken on previous, recent and current planning
for wider partnerships and sharing arrangements between local authorities at
District and Borough Councils. Examples of business cases are readily
available in the public domain and most demonstrate the detail that is required
in order to support the key decision to progress to implementation.

9.3

The final decision on whether to share further services and a Chief Executive
and officer Leadership Team is a major one and the issues are complex. A
well-developed business case is important to inform the considerations of
both councils, however, the decision will still require strategic and political
judgement. Ultimately the successful transformation of both councils will
require the total commitment and leadership of both cabinets and the
members of the leadership teams.

9.4

Should either council decide not to progress with the further sharing services
there will be a need to identify an alternative means of addressing the
financial and capacity issues facing both councils. Given the financial
challenges facing both Councils, preparatory work on this has commenced.

9.5

The development of the business case has been hampered by capacity
issues resulting from a number of key members of both Leadership Teams
being absent on long term sick leave and the additional work caused by the
emergence of the Omicron variant of Covid. This has highlighted some of the
capacity and management structure issues that need to be addressed by both
organisations. It has also highlighted the need for additional resources to
support the development of the business case; this is covered in more detail
in Section 11 - Next Steps.

9.6

The Leadership Teams of both councils have met and are positive in their
support to take the shared services agenda forward, in particular, having a
shared leadership team. The outcome of the meeting is contained in
APPENDIX 3.
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9.7

10
10.1

10.2

An indication of the potential savings which could be achieved has been
calculated, based on an average of 8% for front line services and 10% for the
admin/support functions to frontline services and corporate/back-office
services not currently shared. In total, it is estimated that a combined total
saving for both Councils of £1,064,010 could be achieved. However, this
would be reduced by any costs associated with creating additional strategic
capacity as part of the creation of a shared Leadership Team.
Legal provisions and potential models of delivering Shared Services
There are a range of legal provisions to enable the sharing of services
between Councils:
(i)

Section 101 of the Local Government Act 1972 allows local authorities
to delegate functions to other local authorities (subject to provisions
contained in other legislation). Although the delegating authority
remains ultimately responsible for the execution of the functions,
Section 101 makes it possible for councils to perform functions on
behalf of other councils.

(ii)

Section 102 of the Local Government Act 1972 makes a provision for
councils to establish joint committees with other local authorities to
discharge their functions. Joint committees are invariably established
through a legal agreement signed by the participating local authorities.
There are many joint committees in operation, delivering specific
services such as revenues and benefits, building control, museums,
highway functions and waste.

(iii)

Section 113 of the Local Government Act 1972 allows a local authority
to enter into an agreement with another local authority to place an
officer of one at the disposal of the other for the purposes of
discharging the latter’s functions.

(iv)

Councils also have powers to set up companies for the purpose of
performing any of their ordinary functions. They will, however, need to
be mindful of competition law and state aid issues. In their dealings with
companies they own, wholly or in part, they must also observe the
restrictions imposed by the Public Contracts Regulations 2006. There
will be a number of other considerations in setting up a company and
councils will need to seek specific advice before doing so.

When considering models for sharing there are 2 aspects to consider financial and employment.
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Financial
10.3

Under the current model of shared services, the financial agreement provides
for savings arising from sharing services to be shared on a 50:50 basis.
However, this does not mean that all costs and income associated with the
running of the service are shared 50:50. The initial budgets differed and
reflected the respective levels of service provided pre-sharing. Over the last
10 years, budgets have become more closely aligned as teams have been
restructured and savings delivered from the outsourcing of leisure at both
Councils. However, when a service generates income for one of the
Councils, all of that income goes to that Council; the same applies to grants.
Given the use of public money, it was essential to consider the financial
implications for taxpayers of both Councils and the financial model was
agreed with the Councils’ external auditors.

10.4

In essence, we can model savings on the basis that they will be shared 50:50.
However, in reality it depends how much each Council’s service costs before
sharing; and whether or not the cost apportionment methodology for the new
shared service is bespoke, or simply 50:50. Therefore actual savings may well
differ between the two Councils.

10.5

There are other options for sharing costs etc and one example of this would
be to share costs on the basis of Office for National Statistics population data
for each Council. Further work will be needed to consider the most suitable
financial model under a wider sharing arrangement.
Employment

10.6

There are 3 main models used to manage the employment of staff under
shared services:
(i)

The ‘host authority’ model in which one or other of the two partner
Councils becomes the employer in law for the employees of both
Councils. This would require a transfer of staff to one or other of the
partner Councils which could trigger the application of the Transfer of
Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 (‘TUPE’).
The host model would be underpinned with a joint agreement for the
other shared partner to cover the employment and associated costs
involved on an agreed reimbursement model. This model does provide
for an opportunity to equalise terms and conditions of service over a
period of time subject to TUPE regulations, consultation with the
workforce and trade unions etc.

(ii)

The ‘current employer’ model. This would see employees remain with
their existing local authority employer but would be allowed to work for
the partner authority under powers set out in section 113 of the Local
Government Act 1972 as part of a merged officer structure. This model
would maintain the existing terms and conditions for each Council.
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(iii)

The third option is a hybrid model, whereby there is a “Host Employer”
for a particular service and these are split/paired between the two
Councils.

Current Shared Services Arrangements
10.7

Our current shared service arrangements are based on the hybrid model
using a “paired” arrangement to determine the “host employer” so that as far
as possible the number of shared services led by each Council is equal. This
model has ensured a balance between the two Councils and minimised the
perception of a “takeover” by one or other Council. The paired model was
based at Head of Service level, though there is a need to try to achieve a
balance between employee numbers as well due to implications for pension
fund contributions. This is not a perfect science and there were differences in
the number of staff involved in each of the support services that were shared
from 2010. The breakdown of existing shared arrangements is as follows:
Cannock Chase Council led
Building Control
Finance and Revenues and Benefits
Audit, Insurance and Risk, Civil
Contingencies and Procurement

Stafford Borough Council led
Human Resources
Legal Services
Technology and Reprographics

10.8

Under the paired model, staff were transferred under the Transfer of
Undertakings (Protection of Employment) (TUPE) arrangements to whichever
Council led the service provision. This meant that the staff’s terms and
conditions were protected under the provisions, so they didn’t suffer any
financial loss. Over time, where restructures have taken place, teams have
aligned their terms and conditions, with staff having the option to change or
remain as they were depending on the personal impact.

10.9

Continuing the current model hybrid/paired model may not be the most
appropriate going forwards with a wider sharing of services. If a new model,
were to be deemed to be more appropriate, consideration would need to be
given to the position of the services that are already shared and whether they
would remain as they are or aligned with the rest of the services to be shared.

10.10 Under any new model, the terms and conditions for staff would be “protected”.
A conscious decision could be taken to equalise terms and conditions across
the two Councils. As referred to in 8.3, this would require a substantial piece
of work potentially for either Council, and would have significant financial
consequences. Alternatively, terms and conditions could be equalised on a
gradual basis, subject to a successful business case, and the integration of
teams linked to an agreed implementation and transformation timetable.
10.11 Other contractual arrangements will be determined by the decision as to what
model of sharing the two Councils agree upon.
10.12 Whatever the agreed model, both Leadership Teams are supportive of
developing a culture with a “One Team Supporting Two Councils” ethos.
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11

Next Steps

11.1 A common political understanding and vision for the wider sharing will be
required to ensure the business case fulfils the requirements of each Council
so engagement with Members will be paramount in the process. This may be
best achieved by utilising an independent and knowledgeable external
resource such as the Local Government Association (LGA) to ensure
transparency in the process. This work needs to be undertaken early in the
second stage of development of the business case.
11.2 In view of the strategic importance of the business case for wider sharing to
both Councils, it is also proposed to invite the LGA to review the completed
business case, prior to its submission to both Councils for consideration, to
ensure that it provides sufficient and balanced information for Members to
make a final decision.
11.3 The second stage of the detailed business case would develop the issues
related to the wider sharing of services as set out above. This will include
options/ proposals for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial sharing;
Employment sharing;
Structures;
Costs and Savings;
Governance;
Delivery Timetable;
Transformation Process

11.4 Governance arrangements to support the wider sharing of services will also
need to be developed. Consideration will need to be given to the effective use
of for example:
•

A Joint Strategy Board - Members
To support the joint management structure and joint working of the
Councils, to consider matters of interest, opportunities for shared
working and/or other joint working opportunities in accordance with the
Memorandum of Understanding

•

Programme Overview Board - Council Leaders, Cabinet Leads
To be responsible for strategic assurance and monitoring of the
implementation programme across each organisation, ensuring the
programme delivers to agreed strategic objectives and timescales. To
report on an agreed basis and attended by the Chief Executive (or a
nominated Deputy in their absence. To be chaired alternatively by each
Leader.

•

Programme Implementation Board - Officers
To provide overall management, direction, guidance and control to the
implementation plan ensuring key deliverables are achieved.
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Responsible for the direction approval and decision-making of the
programme. Reporting timescales to match above bodies for reporting
purposes. Chaired by the Joint Chief Executive and Head of Paid
Service.
•

Delivery Teams - Lead Officers
To be responsible for day-to-day delivery and support of the
implementation plans. To be supported by Legal, HR, Transformation
and Communications

Independent Support and Advice
11.5 The previous report to each Council acknowledged the need for external and
independent support is likely to be required to undertake the necessary high
level analytical review of service levels/ performance and costs for the
detailed business case and would also include specialised guidance relevant
to consider potential sharing models and to determine a potential timeline for
implementation based upon improvements to service delivery and savings
available. Project management support in addition to independent HR and
Legal advice will also remain a requirement.
11.6 An initial sum of £40,000 was identified split equally by both Councils was
agreed for the above work. However, it is considered that this needs to be
increased to provide additional capacity. The Chief Executive and the two
Deputies have not been able to spend as much time on the development of
the business case as had been anticipated due to workload demands and the
need to cover for absent colleagues. It is therefore recommended that the
sum available is increased to £60,000 to allow for additional support to be
brought in.
12

Implications

12.1

Financial

The Financial Implications are referred to
throughout the report and are to be contained
within the existing approved budget.
Savings will accrue to both Councils as a result of
the implementation of wider sharing of services.
Provision also exists at both Councils in relation
to a Shared Services Transformation Reserve.
This will be increased to reflect the additional
£20,000 requirement proposed in the report.
The cost of the interim management
arrangements are to be shared equally by
Stafford Borough Council and Cannock Chase
Council.
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Legal

In accordance with Section 113 of the Local
Government Act 1972 a local authority can enter
into an agreement with another local authority to
place its officers at the disposal of the other
authority. Officers subject to sharing
arrangements are able to take binding decisions
on behalf of the body at whose disposal they are
placed, although they remain an employee of
their original authority for employment and
superannuation purposes.
Section 112 of the Local Government Act 1972
local authorities have a duty to appoint such
officers as they think necessary to enable them to
discharge their own functions and any functions
which they carry out for another local authority.
Section 4 of the Local Government and Housing
Act 1989 places a duty on each Council to
designate one of their officers as the Head of
Paid Service and to provide that officer with such
staff, accommodation and other resources as
are, in his/her opinion, sufficient to allow his/her
duties under this section to be performed.

Human Resources
Human Rights Act
Data Protection
Risk Management

Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972
requires every local authority to make
arrangements for the proper administration of
their financial affairs and shall secure that one of
their officers has responsibility for the
administration of those affairs.
The HR implications are referred to throughout
the report
Nil
Nil
There are a number of risks associated with the
proposal to share a Chief Executive role, and
potential shared management team. The benefit
of an initial interim arrangement is the opportunity
to maintain a lead for service delivery whilst
assessing the pros and cons of such an
arrangement at first hand. A full risk register
would be established as part of the project.
Although the sharing of services to date has
provided an infrastructure to mitigate such risks,
the sharing of senior management either in part
or full, will involve short term resilience and
capacity issues as well as issues of culture and
change.
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In order to mitigate this risk it is proposed
additional external capacity and impartial advice,
analytical and project management skills together
with legal and HR advice, is provided to take this
forward in the short term and to support
transformation of services in the medium term
The initial risk is the creation of uncertainty in
both organisations and the potential loss of focus
on key priorities in the short term.
12.2

Community Impact
Assessment
Recommendations

The Borough Council considers the effect of its
actions on all sections of our community and has
addressed all of the following Equality Strands in
the production of this report, as appropriate:Age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage
and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity,
race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation.

Previous Consideration
Cabinet - 7 April 2022 - Minute No TBC

Background Papers - Nil

Appendices:
APPENDIX 1 - Vision for Shared Services
APPENDIX 2 - Memorandum of Understanding
APPENDIX 3 - Notes of discussion with Leadership Teams
APPENDIX 4 - Examples of Structure Models
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APPENDIX 1
Vision for the Wider Sharing of Services
From the perspective of both Leadership Teams

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A shared Leadership Team - “One Team” working in collaboration
Employees feel part of “one team” supporting both Councils
Members are confident in the shared Leadership Team to deliver each
Council’s priorities and policies
Ambitious Council - Financially Stable
Customer Focussed
Flexible Working Place - Employer of Choice
Shared agenda and clarity of purpose
All moving in the same direction - see bigger picture
Aligned culture, values and behaviours
Confident, trust and empower staff to not be afraid to make mistakes
Able to deal better with cross cutting issues
Knowledge and understanding of both Councils
Flexible and agile at spotting opportunities for both Councils
Proactive not reactive; more forward thinking and strategic. Able to plan
ahead and less firefighting of issues
More outcome focussed and less process driven - solution orientated
Smart and Lean working
Digital Transformation
All IT systems are shared; one system for services rather than two
Procurement and contracts are aligned
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APPENDIX 2

Sharing of Services
Memorandum of Understanding
Purpose:
To determine a basis for implementing an agreed model of Joint Chief Executive and
Head of Paid Service led Senior Management Team and develop further sharing
opportunities based upon the following principles:
•

To strengthen each Council’s management and workforce capacity to provide
additional resilience and flexibility to ensure each Council can continue to adapt
to changing priorities and challenges and remain sustainable into the future

•

Provide a forward-looking environment and workforce to enhance career
opportunities within each Council and provide each Council with the ability to
recruit and retain a high calibre workforce sourced from local and regional
populations

•

Provide increased service resilience and capacity to manage peaks, troughs
and/or volatility in demand for services

•

Share existing strengths to continue to develop best practice service delivery
across each Council

•

Continued development of joint approaches to digital infrastructure and
customer related transformation

•

Minimise corporate overheads and related costs whilst retaining agreed levels
of service quality with the long-term aim to improve quality of service provision
as determined by each Council and secure cost benefits for citizens

•

To build upon existing shared service arrangements and explore opportunities
for further sharing and collaboration in order to:o
o
o

realign contracts to provide potential savings from procurement and
contractor overheads
alignment and integration of service specific ICT systems
generation of new external income from trading opportunities etc.
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•

The overriding principle of any joint management arrangements, further sharing
or collaboration is to maintain the identity, independence, and integrity of each
Council

•

The future funding of local government is uncertain and therefore both Councils
need to identify further potential efficiencies and savings from a revised sharing
and collaboration model to safeguard each Council’s long-term financial
sustainability

We will do this by:
•

Determining that each Council and its Cabinet retain control over delivery of
each Council’s services, including the level of budgetary provision for individual
services and policy.

•

Agreement that due to the pandemic, the initial focus of sharing is seen to be
the provision of resilience and capacity throughout both organisations to
undertake on-going response and recovery priorities and strategically reshape
service provision reflecting the opportunities and flexible working benefits and
efficiencies the pandemic has created

•

Identifying common areas of service delivery and exploring how we can be
more efficient by working together

•

Making implementation decisions based on robust business cases which are
supported by evidence as required

•

Ensuring that the implementation of identified shared service areas is actioned
jointly and equitably

•

Acknowledging that an improved service may be best delivered from a single
service point and/or location

•

Continuous and consistent engagement and messaging with each Council’s
workforce and trade unions to ensure equity and transparency throughout the
change process

•

Consistent communication to be shared with each Council’s community and
suppliers to ensure understanding of future models of service provision

Signed:………………………………

Signed:………………………………

Leader of Cannock Chase Council

Leader of Stafford Borough Council

Dated:……………………………….
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APPENDIX 3
Feedback from the joint Leadership Team meeting
Early exploratory discussions have taken place regarding possible future senior
management structures that would be required in order to form an effective joint
shared senior management team.
The discussions:
•

explored the desire to strengthen strategic capacity to advantage each Council
together with robust operational capacity and delivery considering the current
known budgetary position.

•

challenged whether a shared leadership team is essential to the success of
further sharing or whether other models should be considered. There was
unanimous support for a shared leadership team.

The discussions focussed on the creation of strategic capacity at a senior level,
starting with the consideration of the role of the Chief Executive.
The shared view was that the Chief Executive should:
•

have an ambassador type role, championing the priorities and ambitions of the
Council, regionally and nationally, seeking funding;

•

work closely with Members, developing the vision and ensuring this is delivered;

•

but should also “keep a finger on the pulse” of the operation of the Councils and
key organisational issue.

Possible senior management structures have been shared and discussed in principle
in order to engage thinking on this matter and are contained in Appendix 4. These
are illustrative only. Consideration was given to the creation of a new tier of
directors, looking at models with 2, 3 or 4 posts. Both Leadership Teams expressed
a preference for having Deputy Chief Executives rather than Directors. It was thought
that two such posts was most likely to be the realistic and affordable option, with one
outward facing (front-line services) and one inward facing (corporate / back office
services). The Deputies would be responsible for overseeing day to day delivery of
priorities and services.
As part of the discussion on structures, both Leadership Teams felt that additional
resources would be critical to the success for transformation and implementation, as
it was with the initial shared arrangements.
A multitude of differing models exist across local authorities and ultimately what may
be agreed at commencement of any possible shared approach will need to capable
of change to reflect priorities going forward.
The senior management structure proposals will be developed further as part of the
detailed business case. The decision on the structure for a shared Leadership Team
will require a balance to be reached between the need for savings against creating
capacity and resilience for the effective delivery of services.
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2 Director Model
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3 Director Model
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4 Director Model
Chief Executive

Director of
Development

Director of
Operational
Services

Director of
Resources

Director of
Transformation

Head of
Regeneration

Head of
Streetscene

Head of
Finance

Head of People

Head of
Housing &
Health

Head of
Contracted
Services

Head of
Governance

Head of
Business
Support
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ITEM NO 9

ITEM NO 9
Report of:
Contact Officer:
Telephone No:
Ward Interest:
Report Track:

Head of Law and
Administration
Ian Curran
01785 619220
Nil
Council 19/04/2022
(Only)

COUNCIL
19 APRIL 2022
Review of the Constitution

1
1.1

2
2.1
3

Purpose of Report
The purpose of this report is to present Council with details of the proposed
amendments to the Constitution as recommended by the Resources Scrutiny
Committee.
Recommendation
That the amendments to the Constitution as detailed in the APPENDIX be
approved for implementation in the new Municipal year.
Key Issues and Reasons for Recommendation

3.1

Article 15.1 of the current Constitution requires the Monitoring Officer to
review the Constitution on an annual basis.

3.2

Accordingly, the Resources Scrutiny Committee commissioned a Task and
Finish Review Working Group to undertake a Review of the Constitution.

3.3

The Constitution Task and Finish Review Working Group recommended a
number of amendments to the Constitution during the course of their review,
which were subsequently endorsed by the Resources Scrutiny Committee.

3.4

Council are therefore requested to approve the amendments to the
Constitution as detailed in the APPENDIX for implementation in the new
Municipal year.
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4
4.1
5

Relationship to Corporate Business Objectives
The Constitution supports all of the Council’s Corporate Priorities.
Report Detail

5.1

Attached as an APPENDIX is a list of all of the amendments to the
Constitution that the Resources Scrutiny Committee has recommended
following their Review. The column on the left refers to the part of the
Constitution that has been suggested for amendment and the column on the
right refers to the actual amendment itself.

5.2

The Head of Law and Administration will arrange for any subsequent
additional unforeseen technical amendments to be made to the Constitution.

6

Implications

6.1

Financial
Legal
Human Resources
Human Rights Act
Data Protection
Risk Management

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

6.2

Community Impact
Assessment
Recommendations

The Borough Council considers the effect of its
actions on all sections of our community and has
addressed all of the following Equality Strands in
the production of this report, as appropriate:Age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage
and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity,
race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation.

Previous Consideration
Resources Scrutiny Committee - 15 February 2022 - Minute No RSC31/22
Background Papers
File available in Law and Administration
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APPENDIX
COUNCIL
19 APRIL 2022
Review of the Constitution
PART 2
PART OF THE CONSTITUTON
AMENDMENT
Part 2, Articles of the Constitution, Part 2, Article 4, The Full Council,
Article 4, The Full Council,
Functions of the Full Council,
Functions of the Full Council,
Paragraph 4.2 (i)
Paragraph 4.2 (i)
Replace Paragraph 4.2 of Article 4 relating to
Functions of the Full Council to read:(i)

Part 2, Articles of the Constitution,
Article 8,
Regulatory and Other
Committees,
Paragraph 8.2.
Employee Appeals Committee,
Page 2.15

changing the name of the area,
conferring the title of Honorary
Alderman/Alderwoman or the freedom of
the Borough

Part 2, Article 8, Regulatory and Other
Committees, Paragraph 8.2 - Employee
Appeals Committee
Replace Paragraph 8.2 to read as follows:
8.2 Employee Appeals and Disciplinary
Committee Constitution
The Employee Appeals and Disciplinary
Committee shall be a Committee of the
Council with 5 Members (at least one of which
shall be a Cabinet member).
Terms of Reference
To hear and determine appeals in relation to
terms and conditions of service.
To consider allegations relating to the
conduct, capability or breakdown of trust of
the Chief Executive, the Section 151 Officer
and the Monitoring Officer and to take action
in accordance with the Council’s approved
Disciplinary procedure for these officers,
including suspension, appointment of
Independent Investigator and disciplinary
action short of dismissal.
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Delegation
The Employee Appeals and Disciplinary
Committee shall have delegated power to act
on any matter within its terms of reference
which may lawfully be delegated to it.

PART 3
PART OF THE CONSTITUTON
Part 3, Responsibility for
Functions, Section 6,
Scheme of Delegations,
Head of Operations,
Paragraph 3.4.14 (l)
Page 3.34

AMENDMENT
Part 3, Responsibility for Functions,
Section 6, Scheme of Delegations,
Head of Operations
Replace paragraph 3.4.14 (l) with the
following:(l)

Part 3, Responsibility for
Functions, Section 6,
Scheme of Delegations,
Head of Development,
Paragraph 3.5.10
Page 3.44

Registration of persons and premises for
acupuncture, tattooing, cosmetic-piercing
and electrolysis

Part 3, Responsibility for Functions,
Section 6, Scheme of Delegations,
Head of Development
Amend Paragraph 3.5.10 of the Scheme of
Delegation relating to the Head of
Development to read the following:3.5.10 Matters under the Hedgerow
Regulations 1997
(a)

Determination of Hedgerow Removal
Notifications, and to serve a Hedgerow
Retention/Replacement Notice as
appropriate.

(b)

Authority to withdraw a Hedgerow
Retention/Replacement Notice once
served if subsequent information is
received that demonstrates that the
notice is no longer appropriate.
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Part 3, Responsibility for
Functions, Section 6,
Scheme of Delegations,
Head of Development,
Paragraph 3.5.38
Page 3.52

Part 3, Responsibility for Functions,
Section 6, Scheme of Delegations,
Head of Development
Replace Paragraph 3.5.38 of the Scheme of
Delegation relating to the Head of
Development with the following:3.5.38 The Councils powers and functions
under the Caravan Sites and Control
of Development Act 1960 as
amended by the Mobile Homes Act
2013:

Part 3, Responsibility for
Functions, Section 6,
Scheme of Delegations,
Head of Development,
Paragraph 3.5.47
Page 3.53

(a)

the issue of Site Licences;

(b)

to take legal proceedings in relation to
occupation of land as a caravan site
without a site licence or in breach of
conditions;

(c)

to authorise officers to enter land;

(d)

to authorise officers to serve a
compliance notice in respect of
breaches of a site licence;

(e)

to authorise officers to carry out works
following conviction for failure to
comply with a compliance notice and
recover costs.

(f)

to determine applications for
registration as a fit and proper person

Part 3, Responsibility for Functions,
Section 6, Scheme of Delegations,
Head of Development
Replace Paragraph 3.5.47 of the Scheme of
Delegation relating to the Head of
Development with the following:3.5.47
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To determine all applications made
for the approval of details under
Schedules 15,16,17 and 18 of the
High Speed Rail (West Midlands Crewe) Act 2021 except those
which the Head of Development
considers should be presented to the
Planning Committee for decision.
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PART 4
PART OF THE CONSTITUTON
Part 4, Rules of Procedure,
Section 1,
Council Procedure Rules,
Paragraph 5.6(b),
Page 4.9

AMENDMENT
Part 4, Section 1 - Council Procedure Rules
- Substitution
Amend Paragraph 5.6(b) of the Council
Procedure Rules to read the following:(b)

Part 4, Rules of Procedure,
Section 10,
Officer Employment Procedure
Rules,
Paragraph 7,
Page 4.152

A Political Group to which seats have
been allocated on Planning Committee
may nominate substitute members in
accordance with rule 5.6(a). However,
a member may not be nominated under
this rule if they could not be a member
of the Committee by reason of rules 5.2
and 5.5.

Part 4, Section 10, Officer Employment
Procedure Rules
Add a new paragraph 7 to read as follows:
7

Suspension of Statutory Officers

7.1 The Head of Paid Service, the Monitoring
Officer and the Section 151 Officer may
be suspended by the Employee Appeals
and Disciplinary Committee whilst an
investigation takes place into alleged
misconduct. That suspension will be on
full pay and last no longer than two
months. The suspension periods may
only be extended beyond two months
following a decision by the Employee
Committee.
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